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LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOADBEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONA  MORTAR.
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm POROTHERM PROFI M 10GYPSUM BOARD IS USED ROUND THE INSTALLATION SHAFT.
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BALCONY COMPOSITION:C6
- WEAR LAYER- FROST RESISTANCE CERAMIC TILES TO CEMENT.    tl.15-20mm
- SYSTEM SCHLUTER.      tl.30mm
- REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB SCHOCK ISOKORB TYPE K.     tl.210mmADHESIVE WITH REINFORCED NETWORK.
- DISCOLOURATION FACADE GRAVEL.
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-CERAMIC TILES + ADHESIVE SEALANT
100mm
tl.10mm0 m
TYPICAL FLOOR  COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB  IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - FOAM GLASS
-LEVELING CONCRETE                  
-PVC PLANK FINAL FINISHED 
COMPOSITION  C3 :
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.56mm210 m
tl.550mm
-AIR GAP
-PLASTER BOARD CEILING
tl.200mm
0m
TYPICAL STAIRS LANDING COMPOSITIONS.
-LANDING RC SLAB
C OMPOSITION  C
5
:
TOTAL TL. ..............................................
ROOF COMPOSITION:C7
tl.5mm-EPOXY PAINT  
- PLASTER tl.5mm
- PLASTER                                              tl.5mmCONCRETE SLAB 210 m
- LEVELING SLOPE BY EPS                  tl.(150-275mm)
- POLYSTYRENE FOAMS XPS               tl.150mm
- BITUMEN WATER PROOFING            tl.8mm 2.2kg/m2GRAVEL                                    50 m
TOTAL .................................................   tl.573mm
220mm
- INTERNAL PLASTER            5mm
- POROTHERM                        300mm
- PLASTER                               5mmTOT L.............................  310mm
 COMPOSITIO C4:
- INTERNAL PLASTER            5mm
- REINFORCED WALL            300mmPLASTE                    5m
TOTAL.............................          310mm
 COMPOSITIO C8:
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT STAIRCASE COMPOSITIONS.
MONOL THIC RC SLAB   
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-LEVELING CONCRETE       
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
TOTAL TL. .............................................        218mm
TYPICAL GROUND FLOOR COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB
-IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - REGIFLOOR
-LEVELING CONCRETE
-PVC PLANK FOR FLOOR FINISHED 
C OMPOSITIO C
2
:
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.50 -60mm
tl.126mm
tl.210mm40
L1L1
L1
L1
EAST ELEVATIONSWEST ELEVATIONSNORTH  ELEVATIONS
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR ROUND THE STAIRCASE.
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR ROUND THE STAIRCASE.
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FACADE OF THE BUILDING:EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray.TL= 5mm
P2
-Similar process bu  a bit diff ent color w ber.pas qua Balance t in plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
AR -Existing ramping
D3D4
D3
D4
-Glass door with aluminum frame and safety rails- main entrance of the building.
-Glass door with aluminum frame and safety rails- main entrance of the cafeteria and buffet.
PG1-Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
W2
W2
W2
W3
W3
W3
W3
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W3
W3
W5W5W5 W5
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W4W4W4
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W4
W4
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W4
W4 W4
W4
W4
W4
W4 W4
W4
W4
W4
W4 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass
PG5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R2 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2
-S milar process but a bi  different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
PG1 -Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
W2&5
Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R2 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray.TL= 5mm
P2 -Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pas y plaster, mprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
PG1
-Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG4 -Seal of the balcony  tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
W3-4
PG5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R3 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1 -weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily work ble colored pasty , comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2 -Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic bindersilicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
PG1-Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2-Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG4 -Seal of the balcony  tl=0.7mm
PG3
-Seal of the roof attic
PG5Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R
3
Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
W3-4
Aluminium window equipped with safety glass. -Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
W3-4 -Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
-3,890
-3,890
-5,780 -5,780
-5,780 -5,780
-5,630
-5,780 -5,780
-5,780 -5,780
-1,200 -1,200
-1,200-1,200
-1,500 -1,500
-1,500-1,500
SOUTH  ELEVATIONS
L7
L8
L8
L8
L8 9125338x70x1250 PORO. 7 + 150mm EPS
+/-0,000+/-0,000
DETAIL 05
DETAIL 04
DETAIL 03
DETAIL 07
AQ®52 06 0052 07 0891 01 0851 01 00
13040130 45
1.  Fixing Adhesive weber.therem2.   XPS 100mm on vertical attic3.  Hydroinsulati  Glastek  l.3 m
4.   Hydroinsulation Elastek tl.5mm
4%
wooden block
Compres
sible
 Tape
Attic WEDGE  65 x 65 mm
OSB desk tl. 25mm
mechanical fasteners.
profile depend on the specific requirements.Windo
w profi
le
12
342%
-First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standard . the
component is one adhesive cement withamount of 40% and t  plate surface s4kg/m
sq.
 -Facade polystyrene EPS 70F. igh qualitynd less water absorption capacity hichmakes a p sitive functi lity.-Bas  Layer with Re nforcing bric mesh.
the amount of glass fiber is 145g/msq andcan be implemented by a vertex R117 thenpe etrated t  layer of b ckfilling DECKTHERM STANDARD. ?-Co ing under Plaster UNI.th  coloredrime  based on th acr l te dispersion for theuniform bsorption and also co or of ubstrat
the total consumption is 0.18kg/msq.-w ber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster . canbe imp emented very easily workablecolored pasty plaster and compressed withorganic bi der silico  silicate self-cleaning.
Tl.300
mm
Tl.10m
m
Tl.100
mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.5mm
-WASHED RIVER GRAVEL FRACTION 1632-FILT
EK 30
0
-Elastek 40 (50) special Dekor-XPS Styrodur® 3000 S-  200 Inclin  sloping layer
-PARABIT AL + V S35 vapor barrier-Dekprimer asphalt pentration coatingEKPRIMER is cold processable bitumin us mulsionprimer on concrete, .RC mon lithic reinforc d con rete slab.C30/3
7
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5Gypsum plaster for por us EDGING interior walls and ceilings .ap licat on depend on the r quirements.
T .210mm3.575-150mm
Tl.150mm4 (5) mTl.3 m
m
50 Parape
t plate
TOTAL ................ ....................................................421mm
571,5 (696.5) mm         T
OTAL
..................................................
C7 External finishingPOROTHERM 30 P15  PROFILE M 10  with an additional morter.
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COMMENTARY:for further justification of the thermal performanceplease have a look to the calculations parts of thU v lue.
pie e of XPS
TopWettwo stage Drainge outlet DN 100Asphalt stripintegrated into the inlet fitting
asphalt stripintegrated into the inlet fittingBlack rubber seal
TOPWETstainless steel shaft EL.50mm
40
25040402504040240Extension
Ø 100
500 x 500Ø330
Ø 195Black Rubber seal
Asphalt Reinforc
ing Strip
Asphalt stripintegrated into the inlet fitting
C7
TOPWETstainless
 steel sh
aft
330 330
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-WASHED RIVER GRAVEL FRACTION 1632FILTEK 300
-Elastek 40 (50) special Dekor-XPS Styrodur® 3000 S-  200 Inclin  sloping layer-PARABIT AL + V S35 v po  barrier-Dekprimer a ha t entr tion coatingEKPRIMER is cold processable bitumin us mulsionprimer on co rete, .RC mon lithic reinforc d con rete slab.
C30/37
Tl.210
mm
Tl.3.5m
m
Tl.275
-150m
m
Tl.150
mm
Tl.4 (5
) mm
Tl.3 m
m
Tl.50 m
m
571,5 (696.5) mm         TOTAL ..................................................
C7
Geolan:the functionality is sound insulations and fireresistanc
e.tl=50m
m
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilingsPorotherm Mas nry 40 Profioli hed brick bl ck thickness. wall 40 cm for thin mortar jointsFir t Lay  Ad esive Dekth m Stan a do e-c onent adh siv  cem nt ate ials (amou t  is 40% of the plate su face wh h is 4 g / m2) aca e po y y  EPS 7
Facade polystyrene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of facades. low weight, goo  workability, very low water absorptionBase Laye  + Reinforcing fabric meshgl s  fibe  reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) i  pushed nto the layer of???????????????????????????????Co ting u d r aster UNIcol r d imer based on crylate dispers on for the uniformab orpti n and color f the subst ate (cons mption of 0.18 kg / m2)web r.p s aqua Balance thin pl s rE sily w rk b e colo ed pasty plaster, mprising an org nic bindersilic ne si icate thin plas er pr gr s ive self-cl ani g e fect Tl.6mmTl.100m
m
Tl.400m
m
Tl.5mm
516mmTOTAL
Tl.5mm
COMPOSITIONS:17
18
7 RC concrete slab8 p rothem brick
D1
13
FATRA THERMOFIXheterogeneous floor covering based polyvinylchloride with insertedglass fle
ece
 and a prot ctive layer of polyurethane varnish  (pvc)weber
.floor 
4815
Dispersive substanc , solvent-fr e liquid consistency, ready to use.SPRE DING C NCRETE SCREEDb arin  layer of conc ete inf rc  with ste lK  I w ld d network  150/150/4EKSEPAR blue polyethylene f lm
DEKSEPAR film is lightweight type of low density polyethylenewithout a re nforcing ins rt.Isover EPS R iFloor 4000elasticized xpanded polys yrene b ards with low dynamic stiffnessfor the impa t sound insu at on of eavy fl ting floorsRC Landin
g
Tl.5mmTl.0.2m
m
Tl.50m
m
l.340g/m2Tl.35m
m
Tl.210
mm
FATRA THERMOFIX   tl. 2.5
mm
heterogeneous floor covering based polyvinylchloride with insertedglass fle
ece
 and a prot ctive layer of polyurethane varnish  (pvc)
weber.floor 4815Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.RC Flight  tl.150mmdt  of supp r ing slab is 150then we have mi 25mm and th  the finishesh of stair
4142
C2a
C2
         3
00mm
TOTA
L
anchors to support thestairca
se rails
.
         sound impact solutions. helfen system
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Schlüter ® - KERDI / KERDI-KEBAHydroinsulation 
made of soft poly
ethylene
Ceramic tiles TAURUS 200 X 200 X 10 mm + GroutFLEXABLE BINDER FOR THE TILE
HYDROIZOLACE SCHLUTER DITRA????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????LEVELLING S REEDW BE .BAT DEKPR MER ASPHALT PENTRATION COATINGD KPRIMER is cold processable bituminous emulsion primer on concrete .weberbat levelling screedRC SlabMonolithic Reinforced c ncrete slabEXT RNAL PLAST R WEBER.MU  5Gypsum plaster  porous DGING interior walls and ceilings Tl.5mmTl.4mm
Tl.3mmTl.10 mmC4
Tl.4mmTl.210m
m
Tl.30 mm
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic bindersilicon  silic te thin plaster progressive self-c eaning effectCoating unde  Pl ter UNIcolored primer b s d on acrylate di persion for the uni orm
 absorption and color of the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)-Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric meshgla s fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer ofbackfilling DEKTHE M STANDARD-F cad polystyr n  EPS 100 NEOde p lystyrene PS 70 F is thermal i s lation of facade . low we ght,goo  wo kability, ve y low wate  absorption?Firs Adhesive ekther  Stand rdone-compone t adhesiv  c ment materi ls (amou t  is 40% of the platesurfac which s 4 k / m2)Reinf ed ncr te lab C30/37INTERNAL PLASTER WEB R.MUR 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
Tl.4mmTl.6mmTl.20mm
Tl.10mmTl.50mm l.210mm
Mounting Foam
C2
C3
PVC plank wooden colorEasily workable colored pasty plaster, c mprising an organic bindersilicone silic te thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effectweber.flo  4815D per ive subst nce, solvent-free liquid cons st ncy, ready to use.SPREADING CONCRETE SCREED
bearing layer of concrete reinforced with steelKA RI weld d networks 150/150/4DEKSEPAR blue polyethylene filmEKSEPAR film is lightw ight type of low d nsity polyethylene without a reinforcing insert.Isover EPS Ri iFloor 4 00elasticiz d xpanded polyst r ne b ards with low dynamic stiffness for th  impact sound insulation of heavy floatingfloorsRC M nolithic Concr te ab C3 /37
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
Air gap
bellow the slab there is providing an air gap the functionality and usage depend on the application in each floors.
-SCHOCK ISOKORB TYPE K.     tl.210mm
heat performance is doneby means of double glassing
heat performance is doneby means of double glassing
R3
-Total.................................................................................................. . ..  .................................................................... ............
C1b
DETAIL 07
Water Tight Reinforced concrete wall
Water Tight Reinforced concrete Slab
Tl.400mm
Tl.10mm
C4
C4
S1 WEDGE  50 x 50 mm
LEVELLING SCREED+BAUTECH CAR PARKING FINISHweber bat levelling screed
SEPERATION MEMBRANE A33HOxidized bitumen sheets from crude rag cardboard without surface treatment FILTEK
 300
 Nonwoven Geot xtileThe nonwoven reinforced by needling from 100% polypropylene separatio , protection,filtration and reinforcing unctions.El stek 40 Standa d MineralBS mo if ed bitum n with th  bearing inlay from glass fabric. Th  st ip is on th  uppersurf ce th a combustible plastic fo l. Med um i lm difi SBS Waterproo ng m mbrane of modified ph lt, fitted with a fibe glass fabric
coated with
 mineral
 fine-grain spreading.D kprim r asphalt pentration coatingDEKPRIMER is cold processable bituminous emulsion primer on concrete .RC SlabMonolithic Reinforced c ncret  slab Tl.500mm
Tl.4mm3
Tl.150 mmS1
662 mTOTA
L
1 
-Internal Plaster weber.mur 5Gypsum plaster for po ous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
-Reinforced Concrete wall C30/37Water tight R inforced oncr te wa2X Bitumen hydroinsul tions
-First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standardone-component adhesive cem nt materials (amount  is 40% of the plate
 surface which is 4 kg / m2)- XP
S 
Thermal insulation board with embossed honeycomb pattern on both side
-Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric meshglass fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of backfilling???????????????????
-Coating under Plaster UNIcolored primer bas d on acrylate dispersion for the uniform absorpt on and colo f the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored p sty plaster, com rising an organic bindersilicon  silic te thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
TOTA
L
C6
DN100
Crash Gravel Paving
C4
C5S5
dle tl. TI
50
65
Foundation Profile for ETICS
Foundation Profile for ETICSdle tl. TI50 65Crash Gravel Paving
FATRA THERMOFIX
heterogeneous floor covering based polyvinylchloride with insertedglass fle
ece
 and a prot ctive layer of polyurethane varnish  (pvc)webe .fl or 4815Dispersive substanc , solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.SPREADING CONCRETE SCREEDb arin  layer f conc ete inf rc  with ste lKA I w ld d network  150/150/4EKSEPAR blue polyethylene f lmEKS PAR film is lightw ight typ of ow d nsi y polyethylene
without a reinforcing insert.Isover EPS R giFloor 4000elasticized xpanded polys yrene boards with low dynamic stiffnessfor the impa t sound insulat on of heavy fl ting floorsRC Slab n ernal Plaster weber.mu 5Gy um pl ster for porous EDGING int rior walls and ceil ngs
Tl.2.5m
m
Tl.0.2m
m
Tl.50m
m
348mm
S5
l.340g/m2Tl.50m
m
Tl.240
mm
Tl.5mmTOTA
L
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilingsPorotherm Mas nry 30 Profioli hed brick bl ck thickness. wall 30 cm for thin mortar jointsFir t Lay  Ad esive Dekth m Stan a do e-c onent adh siv  cem nt ate ials (amou t  is 40% of the plate su face wh h is 4 g / m2) aca e po y y  EPS 7 Facad po y y ene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of fa ades. low weight,g o  work bil ty, ve y low water abs rpt n
Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric meshgl s  fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of???????????????????????????????Coating u der Plaster UNIcolor d p imer based on crylate dispersion for the uniform ab orption and color f the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)weber.p s aqua Balance thin plas rEasily w rk ble colored pasty plaster, mprising an organic bindersilic ne silicate thin plas er pr gr s ive self-cl ani g e fect
Tl.100mm3l.5mm
321mmTOTA
L
Tl.5 m
C4
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilingsPorotherm Mas nry 30 Profioli hed brick bl ck thickness. wall 30 cm for thin mortar jointsDekprime as alt pentration co tingEKPRIMER is cold proces able bituminous emulsi n p imer on concrete .Fir t Lay Ad esive Dekth m Sta a do -c onent adh siv  m nt a e als (amou t  is 40% of the plate su face wh h 4 g / m2)Elastek 40 Standa d MineSBS modified itumen i h the b aring lay from glass fabric. The s rip is on the upper
surface with a combustible plastic foil XPS Styrodur® 2800 CThermal insulation bo rd with embossed honeycomb pattern on bothside.Base Layer + Reinf rc ng fabric meshgl s  fiber reinf rcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of???????????????????????????????Co ting u der Plaster UNIcolor d p imer based n crylate dispersion for the uniformab o ption a d color f the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)web r.p s aqua Balance thin plas rEasily w rk ble colored pasty plaster, mprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
Tl.5mm
380mmTOTAL
C5
300 m1 mm4
Tl.50mm6mm
+/- 0.0
0
- 5.260
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C
Tl.5mm
Tl.60mmmm
Tl.5mm
TOTAL....................................................................................................................495mm
8m
-Internal coveringinternal covering epoxy layers round all staircaseMonolithic Re forced Concrete slab C30/37
-2X Bitumen hydroinsulationsLeveling concrete Tl.8mm100 m
Total.............................................................................. 218mm
C2
DETAIL 06
R3
R
2 BALCONY RAILING. t = 50mm,h = 1200mm
R
3
C5
C4
C4
90021 0
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT PARKING COMPOSITIONS.
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-BAUTCH CAR PARKING FINISHED
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.10mm
218mm
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
COMPOSITION  C1 A:
MONOLITHIC RC SLAB   tl.100mm
-LEVELING CONCRETE                              tl.100 m
C9
TERRAIN COMPOSITION:C9
1. PAVEMENT                           100 mm
2. FRACTION BED LAYERS     50mm
3. FRACTION CRUSHER          100mm4 5
5. BACK FILL SOIL
TOTAL TL. ...................        318mm
DR
RAIN DRAINAGE SCUPPERS LORO-RAINSTAR®ATTIC WITH EMERGENCY GLUE
VENTILATION STACKS-VIV 8/200 ; Ø 200mm
TOTAL COMPLETE OF THE HEAD 400mm
VS
PA
PARAPET OF THE ATTIC WITH
SLOPE OF 4%
CY
CHIMNEY WITH ELEVATION OF 785mm
RD
C7
C7 C7
C7C7
C7C7
C7
C7
- CONCRETE SLAB                                tl.210mm
- LEVELING SLOPE BY EPS                  tl.(150-275mm)POLYSTYRENE FOAMS XPS  tl. mm
- BITUMEN WATER PROOFING            tl.8mm 2.2kg/m2
- GRAVEL                                                tl.50mm
TOTAL .................................................   tl.563mm
ES
ES
EXHAUST STACK
ES
EXHAUST STACK
EXHAUST STACKES
Tl.4mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.50-60mm
Tl.4mm
Tl.126mm
Tl.210mm
PVC PLANK WOODEN COLOREasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic bindersilicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
weber.floor 4815Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.
SPREADING CONCRETE SCREEDbearing layer of concrete reinforced with steelKA I weld d networks 150/150/4
DEKSEPAR blue polyethylene filmEKSEPAR film is ightweight type of low density polyethylene without a reinforcing insert.
Isover EPS RigiFloor 4000elasticized expanded polystyrene boards with low dynamic stiffness for the  impact sound
insulation of heavy floating floorsRC Monolithic Co crete slab C30/37
C2
Tl.400mm
-Internal Plaster weber.mur 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings-Porotherm Mas nry 40 ProfiPoli hed brick bl ck thickness. wall 40 cm for thin mortar joints
-2X Bitumen hydroinsulationsFirst Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standardone-component adhesive cem nt ma erial  (amount  is 40% of the plate
 surface which is 4 kg / m2)-Facade polystyrene EPS 70acade polystyrene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of facades. low weight,
 good workability, very low water absorption-Base L yer + Reinforcing fabric meshglass fibe  reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of
???????????????????????????????-Coating under Plaster UNIcolored primer bas d on acrylate dispersion for the uniform
 absorption and color of the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)-weber.pas aqua Balance thi  plasterEasily w rk ble colored p sty plaster, m rising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
Tl.100mm
Tl.400mm
Tl.
5m
m
524mmTOTAL
Tl.5mm
C
Tl.8mm
Tl.6mm
TOTAL
C10
C1
1
COMPOSITION OF C10,C11,C12 CAN BE PLOT IT MYEACH  SPECIFIED DETAILS.
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG# -  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG# -  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
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EXISTING UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL WIRING
EXISTING WATER PIPELINE
TELECOMMUNICATION - TELEPHONE , TV , INTERNET
EXISTING GAS PIPE LINE
EXISTING SANITARY SEWER PIPE FROM CONCRETE
NEW NETWORKS LEGEND:
NEW  UNDERGROUND ELECTRICAL WIRING  3X32A
NEW  WATER PIPELINE  SYSTEM DN 32
TELECOMMUNICATION - TELEPHONE , TV , INTERNET
GAS PIPE SYSTEM  STAINLESS STEEL DIAMETER 100mm
NEW SANITARY SEWER PIPE FROM PVC DN 125
EXISTING TREE
DESIGNED TREE
PUBLIC LIGHTING
VERIFICATION OF HOUSES. PLOT NUMBER
OF THE HOUSE 245m^2
NEW DESIGNED OF RAIN DRAINAGE PIPE FROM PVC DN 125
NEW SANITARY SEWER PIPE FROM PVC DN
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REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL,SLABS t = 300mm , C 25/30  B500B
LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
 WALLS  b = 300mm ,400mm ,SLAB hs = 100mm. FOOTING b = 1200mm, h = 700mm
EPS  FOR THERMAL INSULATION. t = 60mm.
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOAD
BEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
 2 x 4 mm BITUMEN WATER PROOFING. t = 8mm
BACKFILL SOIL
ORIGINAL SOIL
EXPANSION JOINTS 40x100mm
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Flooring Notes 
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YTONG FOR PARTITION t = 110mm.
XPS  for thermal insulations t = 60mm
LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL BARRIERS t = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFI M 10
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm profi M 10
 2 x 4 mm bitumen water proofing
 GARAGE DOOR MAIN ENTRANCE FOR CARS
WINDOW EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS
GRAVITY CONCRETE WALL
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1. 01
1. 03
1. 02
1. 05
1. 04
1. 07
STAIRCASE
TOILET
CORRIDOR
KITCHEN ROOM
CORRIDOR
2.43
19.76
6.625
11.25
7.76
28.10
13.69
11.52
Area table
Flooring Notes 
1. 08
R1.02
R1.01
R1.03
CORRIDOR
BED ROOM 1
BED ROOM 2
BATHROOM
COFFEE ROOM
BAR
TEA ROOM
TECHNICAL ROOM
CERAMIC TILES
15.39
1.32
3.7
36.17
14.58
CORRIDOR
WASHROOM
MEN TOILET
CORRIDOR
MEN TOILET 3.67
1.565
1.35
3.883
4.65
1.35
WOMEN TOILET
WOMEN TOILET
CORRIDOR
TOILET
1.5
1.98
2.189
R1.04
R1.05
R1.06
R1.07
R1.08
R1.09
R1.10
R1.11
R1.12
R1.13
4mm, 2.2kg/m2PVC plank woodencolor
PVC plank wooden
color
PVC plank wooden
color
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
30X60
EPOXY LAYER 3mm
CERAMIC TILES 30X60
pure gray color -
CERAMIC TILES 22.5X45
CERAMIC TILES 22.5X45
CERAMIC TILES 45X45
CERAMIC TILES 45X45
CERAMIC TILES 45X45
CERAMIC TILES 45X45
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SPECIFICATION OF THE LINTELS  
8
1
1
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(mm) (mm)
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LINTEL TYPE
L4 1125238x70x1250
L5
L7
L6
85x70x1250 1
9
3
125 PORO. 7
125
125
PORO. 785x70x1250
85x70x1250
PORO. 7 + 150mm EPS
PORO. 7 + 150mm EPS
PORO. 7
PORO. 7
PORO. 7
L8 9125338x70x1250 PORO. 7 + 150mm EPS
LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOAD
BEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm POROTHERM PROFI M 10
GYPSUM BOARD IS USED ROUND THE INSTALLATION SHAFT.
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
EPS  FOR THERMAL INSULATION. t =100mm,150mm
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR ROUND THE STAIRCASE.
GYPSUM BOARD IS USED ROUND THE INSTALLATION SHAFT.
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
MVP Mechanical ventilation DN = 150 mm
W2
W2
R2
R1
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
LANDING OF STAIRCASE. t = 50mm,h = 1000mm
STAIRCASE RAILING. t = 50mm,h = 1000mm
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
 CERAMIC TILES 22.5X45 WITH ELEVATION OF 0-3250.
R2 BALCONY RAILING. t = 50mm,h = 1200mm
EXHAUST STACKES
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Flooring 
2MFunctionRoom#
CORRIDOR3. 01 7
28.09
4
7.8
5
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Area table
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
Notes 
13.67
CORRIDOR
CERAMIC TILES
7.6
15.74
14.56
1.32
PVC plank wooden
color 4mm, 2.2kg/m2
30X60
22.5X45
CERAMIC TILES
CERAMIC TILES 22.5X45
TOTAL LENGTHNUMBERS
L1
L3
L2
SPECIFICATION OF THE LINTELS  
1
1
D.ON THE
SUPPORT
PIECES IN THE
ASSEMBLY
(mm) (mm)
125
125
LINTEL TYPE
L4 1125
L5 85x70x1250 1125 PORO. 7
PORO. 7
PORO. 7
3. 02
3. 05
3. 03
3. 04
3. 06
PVC plank wooden
color
3. 07
3. 08
3. 09
3. 10
3. 11
3. 12
3. 13
CORRIDOR CERAMIC TILES 30X60
TOILET
KITCHEN ROOM
BATHROOM
BED ROOM 1
BED ROOM 2
CORRIDOR
BED ROOM 
BATHROOM
KITCHEN ROOM
TOILET
3.70
CERAMIC TILES
22.5X45CERAMIC TILES
PVC plank wooden
color 4mm, 2.2kg/m2
PVC plank wooden
color
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
PVC plank wooden
color
PVC plank wooden
color 4mm, 2.2kg/m2
22.5X45
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
PVC plank wooden
color 4mm, 2.2kg/m2
238x70x1250 125 1
238x70x1250
PORO. 7
PORO. 7
85x70x1250
85x70x1250
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOAD
BEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm POROTHERM PROFI M 10
POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
EPS  FOR THERMAL INSULATION. t = 150mm. 100mm
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR ROUND THE STAIRCASE.
EXHAUST STACK
±0,000 = 278,55 m ASL
W1
D2
D2
D1
D1
D3
L
D2
D3
W3
W3
D4
D3
L
D2 D4
W3
D4
D3
L
D2 D4
W4
tl.30mm
TYPICAL FLOOR  COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB  
-IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - FOAM GLASS
-LEVELING CONCRETE                  
-PVC PLANK FINAL FINISHED 
COMPOSITION C3:
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.56mm
tl.210mm
tl.540mm
-AIR GAP
-PLASTER BOARD CEILING
tl.200mm
tl.50mm
TERRAIN COMPOSITION:C9
1. PAVEMENT                           100 mm
2. FRACTION BED LAYERS     50mm
3. FRACTION CRUSHER          100mm
4. FRACTION CRUSHER          150mm
5. BACK FILL SOIL
W4
C2
C3
C3
C2
C3
C3
C7 C7
C1B C1A
DR
TOTAL TL. ...................        318mm
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT PARKING COMPOSITIONS.
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-BAUTCH CAR PARKING FINISHED
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.10mm
218mm
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
COMPOSITION C1A:
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB   tl.100mm
-LEVELING CONCRETE                              tl.100mm
DETAIL 06
W5
W4
W4
COMPOSITION C1B:
CONCRETE CLADDING
100mm
tl.10mm
tl.100mm
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT STAIRCASE COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB   
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-LEVELING CONCRETE       
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
TOTAL TL. .............................................        218mm
TYPICAL GROUND FLOOR COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB
-IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - REGIFLOOR
-LEVELING CONCRETE
-PVC PLANK FOR FLOOR FINISHED 
COMPOSITION C2:
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.50 -60mm
tl.126mm
tl.210mm
tl.400mm
- INTERNAL PLASTER            5mm
- POROTHERM                        300mm
- PLASTER                               5mm
TOTAL.............................          310mm
 COMPOSITIO C4: ROOF COMPOSITION:C7
- PLASTER                                                     tl.5mm
- CONCRETE SLAB                                       tl.210mm
- LEVELING SLOPE BY EPS                         tl.(150-275mm)
- POLYSTYRENE FOAMS XPS                      tl.150mm
- BITUMEN WATER PROOFING                    tl.8mm 2.2kg/m2
- GRAVEL                                                        tl.50mm
TOTAL .......................................................     tl.573mm
C4 D2
D2 D2
D2
D2
C4
C9 C9
D01
C10
C10
C11
C12
COMPOSITION OF C10,C11,C12 CAN BE PLOT IT MY
EACH  SPECIFIED DETAILS.
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PARE:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL,SLABS t = 300mm , C 30/37  B500B
 BEAM b = 300mm SLAB hs = 210mm.
LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOAD
BEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
EPS  FOR THERMAL INSULATION. t = 150mm. 100mm
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm POROTHERM PROFI M 10
 2 x 4 mm BITUMEN WATER PROOFING. t = 8mm
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
LINTELS ABOVE EACH OPENING. tl.250mm
ROOF OPENING.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
DRAINAGE PIPES.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
DOORS.
D1
D1
D1
BALCONY COMPOSITION:C6
- WEAR LAYER- FROST RESISTANCE CERAMIC TILES TO CEMENT.    tl.15-20mm
- SYSTEM SCHLUTER.      tl.30mm
- REINFORCED CONCRETE SLAB SCHOCK ISOKORB TYPE K.     tl.210mm
- ADHESIVE WITH REINFORCED NETWORK.
- DISCOLOURATION FACADE GRAVEL.
R3
R3
1
C6
C1b
RO
C2
C3
C3
C6
C5
C5
L
W2
L
L
L2
W2
W2
W5
D4
D4
D3
R1
C4
C8
R2
R2
R1
R1
R1
D1
C1a C1b
D1
L
GD
RDP
tl.30mm
tl.210mm
COMPOSITION C1B:
-CERAMIC TILES + ADHESIVE SEALANT
100mm
tl.10mm
tl.100mm
TYPICAL FLOOR  COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB  
-IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - FOAM GLASS
-LEVELING CONCRETE                  
-PVC PLANK FINAL FINISHED 
COMPOSITION C3:
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.56mm
tl.210mm
tl.550mm
-AIR GAP
-PLASTER BOARD CEILING
tl.200mm
tl.50mm
TYPICAL STAIRS LANDING COMPOSITIONS.
-LANDING RC SLAB
COMPOSITION C5:
TOTAL TL. ..............................................
ROOF COMPOSITION:C7
tl.5mm-EPOXY PAINT  
- PLASTER tl.5mm
- PLASTER                                              tl.5mm
- CONCRETE SLAB                                tl.210mm
- LEVELING SLOPE BY EPS                  tl.(150-275mm)
- POLYSTYRENE FOAMS XPS               tl.150mm
- BITUMEN WATER PROOFING            tl.8mm 2.2kg/m2
- GRAVEL                                                tl.50mm
TOTAL .................................................   tl.573mm
220mm
- INTERNAL PLASTER            5mm
- POROTHERM                        300mm
- PLASTER                               5mm
TOTAL.............................          310mm
 COMPOSITIO C4:
- INTERNAL PLASTER            5mm
- REINFORCED WALL            300mm
- PLASTER                               5mm
TOTAL.............................          310mm
 COMPOSITIO C8:
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT STAIRCASE COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB   
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-LEVELING CONCRETE       
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
TOTAL TL. .............................................        218mm
TYPICAL GROUND FLOOR COMPOSITIONS.
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB
-IMPACT SOUND INSULATION - REGIFLOOR
-LEVELING CONCRETE
-PVC PLANK FOR FLOOR FINISHED 
COMPOSITION C2:
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
tl.50 -60mm
tl.126mm
tl.210mm
tl.400mm
DETAIL 01
DETAIL 05
DETAIL 04
DETAIL 03
DETAIL 02
DETAIL 07
C2
C3
C3
C5
C4
C4
C4
SLAB ON GRADE BASEMENT PARKING COMPOSITIONS.
-BITUMEN WATER PROOFING A 500H
-BAUTCH CAR PARKING FINISHED
TOTAL TL. .............................................  
tl.10mm
218mm
tl.8 mm    1,02Kgmsq
COMPOSITION C1A:
-MONOLITHIC RC SLAB   tl.100mm
-LEVELING CONCRETE                              tl.100mm
C9
TERRAIN COMPOSITION:C9
1. PAVEMENT                           100 mm
2. FRACTION BED LAYERS     50mm
3. FRACTION CRUSHER          100mm
4. FRACTION CRUSHER          150mm
5. BACK FILL SOIL
TOTAL TL. ...................        318mm
C10
C11
C12
COMPOSITION OF C10,C11,C12 CAN BE PLOT IT MY
EACH  SPECIFIED DETAILS.
tl.4mm,  2.2kg/m2
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PARE:
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
BALCONY RAILING. t = 50mm,h = 1000mm
STAIRCASE RAILING. t = 50mm,h = 1000mm
LINTELS ABOVE EACH OPENING. tl.250mm
REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL,SLABS t = 300mm , C 30/37  B500B
LEGEND OF THE MATERIALS:
 BEAM b = 300mm SLAB hs = 210mm.
EPS  FOR THERMAL INSULATION. t = 150mm. 100mm
POROTHERM FOR INTERNAL WALLS T = 300mm.
POROTHERM 30 P15 T 300mm PROFILE M 10  NON LOAD
BEARING WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
POROTHERM 8 P 8  T 100mm POROTHERM PROFI M 10
POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
 2 x 4 mm BITUMEN WATER PROOFING. t = 8mm
ROOF OPENING.
WINDOWS EQUIPPED WITH SAFETY GLASS.
RDRD
PA
PA
PA
PA
PA
P
A
P
A
VS
VS
VS
CY
RD
C7
C7 C7
C7C7
C7C7
C7
ES
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±0,000 = 278,55 m ASL
PARE:
DR
RAIN DRAINAGE SCUPPERS LORO-RAINSTAR®
ATTIC WITH EMERGENCY GLUE
VENTILATION STACKS
-VIV 8/200 ; Ø 200mm
TOTAL COMPLETE OF THE HEAD 400mm
VS
PA
PARAPET OF THE ATTIC WITH
SLOPE OF 4%
CY
CHIMNEY WITH ELEVATION OF 785mm
C7
- CONCRETE SLAB                                tl.210mm
- LEVELING SLOPE BY EPS                  tl.(150-275mm)
- POLYSTYRENE FOAMS XPS               tl.150mm
- BITUMEN WATER PROOFING            tl.8mm 2.2kg/m2
- GRAVEL                                                tl.50mm
TOTAL .................................................   tl.563mm
EXHAUST STACK
PG3PG3
PG1PG1
PG2
PG1
PG2
PG1
PG1 PG1
PG2 PG2
PG1 PG1
PG1PG1
PG2PG1PG1
R2R2 R2 R2R2
+/-0,000 +/-0,000
+/-0,000 +/-0,000
+/-0,000 +/-0,000
-0,150-0,150 -0,150
-0,150-0,150
-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150
-0,150 -0,150 -0,150-0,150
P1
P1
P1P1
P1 P1
P2P2 AR AR
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1 -weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2
-Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
AR -Existing ramping
D3D4
PG1 -Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
W5
W4 W4
W4
W4
W4
W4 W4
W4
W4
W4
W4 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass
-1,200 -1,200
-1,200-1,200
-1,500 -1,500
-1,500-1,500
SOUTH  ELEVATIONS
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
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PARE:
D3
D4
-Glass door with aluminum frame and safety rails- main entrance of the building.
-Glass door with aluminum frame and safety rails- main entrance of the cafeteria and buffet.
-Glass door with aluminum frame and safety rails- main entrance of the cafeteria and buffet.
PG5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R2 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
NORTH  ELEVATIONS
PG3
PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1PG1
PG1 PG1
PG1PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1PG1
PG1PG1
PG3
-5,630
-3,740
+/-0,000
-5,630 -3,740
-0,150
-0,150-5,780 -5,780
-3,890
P2
P2
P2
P1
P1 P1 P1
P1P1P1
P1 P1 P1
W2
W2
W2
W3
W5
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1 -weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2
-Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
PG1 -Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
W2&5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
-3,890
-3,890
-5,780 -5,780
-5,780 -5,780
-5,630
-5,780 -5,780
-5,780 -5,780
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
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PARE:
Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R2 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
W3-4
WEST ELEVATIONS
PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1PG1
PG1 PG1
PG1
PG1PG1PG1PG1
PG3PG3
PG1
PG4
R3
PG4
R3
PG3
+/-0,000
+/-0,000-6,800
-0,150
-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150
-0,150 -0,150 -0,150 -0,150
-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1 P1
P2 P2
P1
W3
W3
W3
W3
W3
W3
W5
W4
W4W4W4
W4 W4
+/-0,000+/-0,000
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PARE:
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1 -weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2
-Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
W3-4
PG5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R3 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
-Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
TL= 5mm
PG1 -Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG4 -Seal of the balcony  tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
EAST ELEVATIONS
PG1
PG1
PG1 PG1
PG1PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1
PG1 PG1R3
PG3 PG3
PG3
PG1
PG4
PG4
R3
+/-0,000
-9,200
-6,300+/-0,000
-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150
-0,150 -0,150 -0,150 -0,150
-0,150-0,150-0,150-0,150
-9,350
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P1
P2 P2 P2
W3
W3
W3
W5
W4
W4 W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
W4
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PARE:
FACADE OF THE BUILDING:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
P1 -weber.pas aqua Balance thin plasterEasily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -light gray. TL= 5mm
P2
-Similar process but a bit different color weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect -dark brown.
PG5 Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
R3 Baloney rails tl =1200mm.
UT Designed terrain (topsoil removal)
W3-4 -Aluminium window equipped with safety glass.
PG1 -Seal of the windows tl=0.7mm
PG2 -Seal of the doors tl=0.7mm
PG4 -Seal of the balcony  tl=0.7mm
PG3 -Seal of the roof attic
-  PARAPET GALVANIZEDPG#
A
Q
®
52 06 00
52 07 08
91 01 08
51 01 00
130
40
130 45
1.  Fixing Adhesive weber.therem
2.   XPS 100mm on vertical attic
3.  Hydroinsulation Glastek  tl.3mm
4.   Hydroinsulation Elastek tl.5mm
4%
wooden block
Compressible Tape
Attic WEDGE  65 x 65 mm
OSB desk tl. 25mm
mechanical fasteners.
profile depend on the specific requirements.
Window profile
1
2
3
4
2%
-First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standard. the
component is one adhesive cement with
amount of 40% and the plate surface is
4kg/msq.
 -Facade polystyrene EPS 70F. high quality
and less water absorption capacity which
makes a positive functionality.
-Base Layer with Reinforcing fabric mesh.
the amount of glass fiber is 145g/msq and
can be implemented by a vertex R117 then
penetrated to layer of backfilling DECK
THERM STANDARD.  ?
-Coating under Plaster UNI. the colored
primer based on the acrylate dispersion for the
uniform absorption and also color of substrate
the total consumption is 0.18kg/msq.
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster . can
be implemented very easily workable
colored pasty plaster and compressed with
organic binder silicone silicate self-cleaning.
Tl.300mm
Tl.10mm
Tl.100mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.5mm
-WASHED RIVER GRAVEL FRACTION 1632
-FILTEK 300
-Elastek 40 (50) special Dekor
-XPS Styrodur® 3000 S
-EPS 200 Incline sloping layer
-PARABIT AL + V S35 vapor barrier
-Dekprimer asphalt pentration coating
DEKPRIMER is cold processable bituminous emulsion
primer on concrete, .
-RC monolithic reinforced concrete slab.
C30/37
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings.
application depend on the requirements.
Tl.210mm
Tl.3.5mm
Tl.275-150mm
Tl.150mm
Tl.4 (5) mm
Tl.3 mm
Tl.50 mm
Parapet plate
TOTAL.....................................................................421mm
571,5 (696.5) mm         TOTAL..................................................
C7
External finishing
-POROTHERM 30 P15  PROFILE M 10  with an additional morter.
COMMENTARY:
for further justification of the thermal performance
please have a look to the calculations parts of the
U value.
piece of XPS
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TopWet
two stage Drainge outlet DN 100
Asphalt strip
integrated into the inlet fitting
asphalt strip
integrated into the inlet fitting
Black rubber seal
TOPWET
stainless steel shaft EL.50mm
40
25
0
40
40 250 404
0
24
0
Extension
Ø 100
500 x 500
Ø33
0
Ø 195
Black Rubber seal
Asphalt Reinforcing Strip
Asphalt strip
integrated into the inlet fitting
C7
TOPWET
stainless steel shaft
330
33
0
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-WASHED RIVER GRAVEL FRACTION 1632
-FILTEK 300
-Elastek 40 (50) special Dekor
-XPS Styrodur® 3000 S
-EPS 200 Incline sloping layer
-PARABIT AL + V S35 vapor barrier
-Dekprimer asphalt pentration coating
DEKPRIMER is cold processable bituminous emulsion
primer on concrete, .
-RC monolithic reinforced concrete slab.
C30/37
Tl.210mm
Tl.3.5mm
Tl.275-150mm
Tl.150mm
Tl.4 (5) mm
Tl.3 mm
Tl.50 mm
571,5 (696.5) mm         TOTAL..................................................
C7
Geolan:
the functionality is sound insulations and fire
resistance.tl=50mm
®A
Q
®
A
Q
®
A
Q
®
A
Q
- SCHLUTER BARS
- SCHLUTER RONDEC/- JOLLY
SUPPORTS
- INNER BOLTS
- 8X BOLTS Ø 10 MM + WASHER + NUTS
Rails
- Ø 50 mm
- DOOR PANEL
- Support anchors with right angle steel plates
- Frame supported on the slab
internal partExternal part
- Window body
- window head
-Foam glass
SLOPE = 2 %
Schlüter ® - KERDI / KERDI-KEBA
Hydroinsulation made of soft polyethylene
Ceramic tiles TAURUS 200 X 200 X 10 mm + Grout
FLEXABLE BINDER FOR THE TILE
HYDROIZOLACE SCHLUTER DITRA
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
LEVELLING SCREED
WEBER.BAT
 DEKPRIMER ASPHALT PENTRATION COATING
DEKPRIMER is cold processable bituminous emulsion primer on concrete .
weberbat levelling screed
RC Slab
Monolithic Reinforced concrete slab
EXTERNAL PLASTER WEBER.MUR 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
Tl.5mm
Tl.4mm
Tl.3mm
Tl.10 mm
C4
Tl.4mm
Tl.210mm
Tl.30 mm
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
-Coating under Plaster UNI
colored primer based on acrylate dispersion for the uniform
 absorption and color of the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)
-Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric mesh
glass fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of
backfilling DEKTHERM STANDARD
-Facade polystyrene EPS 100 NEO
Facade polystyrene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of facades. low weight,
 good workability, very low water absorption?
-First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standard
one-component adhesive cement materials (amount  is 40% of the plate
 surface which is 4 kg / m2)
-Reinforced concrete slab C30/37
-INTERNAL PLASTER WEBER.MUR 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
Tl.4mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.20mm
Tl.10mm
Tl.50mm
Tl.210mm
Mounting Foam
C2
PVC plank wooden color
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
weber.floor 4815
Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.
SPREADING CONCRETE SCREED
bearing layer of concrete reinforced with steel
KA RI welded networks 150/150/4
DEKSEPAR blue polyethylene film
DEKSEPAR film is lightweight type of low density polyethylene without a reinforcing insert.
Isover EPS RigiFloor 4000
elasticized expanded polystyrene boards with low dynamic stiffness for the impact sound insulation of heavy floating
floors
RC Monolithic Concrete slab C30/37
4mm, 2.2kg/m2
Air gap
bellow the slab there is providing an air gap the functionality and usage depend on the application in each floors.
-SCHOCK ISOKORB TYPE K.     tl.210mm
heat performance is done
by means of double glassing
heat performance is done
by means of double glassing
R3
-Total.................................................................................................. . ..  .................................................................................
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12
117 109
8
7 wooden parapet
8 window system
9 insulation layer
10 metal parapet
11 waterproof tape
12 elastic sealant
1
3
4
5
2
6
1 indoor plaster
2 sealant tape
3 polyurethane foam
4 elastic sealant
5 window system
6 window head
3
2
13
13 mechanically fastened anchors
9
13
50
14
14 wooden wedges
15
15 Double glassing
External + Internal Finishing
16
16 frame of the sash
Internal Plaster weber.mur 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
Porotherm Masonry 40 Profi
Polished brick block thickness. wall 40 cm for thin mortar joints
First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standard
one-component adhesive cement materials (amount  is 40% of the plate
 surface which is 4 kg / m2)
 Facade polystyrene EPS 70
Facade polystyrene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of facades. low weight,
 good workability, very low water absorption
Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric mesh
glass fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of
???????????????????????????????
Coating under Plaster UNI
colored primer based on acrylate dispersion for the uniform
 absorption and color of the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)
weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
Tl.6mm
Tl.100mm
Tl.400mm
Tl.5mm
516mmTOTAL
Tl.5mm
COMPOSITIONS:
17
18
17 RC concrete slab
18 porothem brick
D1
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FATRA THERMOFIX
heterogeneous floor covering based polyvinylchloride with inserted
glass fleece and a protective layer of polyurethane varnish (pvc)
weber.floor 4815
Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.
SPREADING CONCRETE SCREED
bearing layer of concrete reinforced with steel
KA RI welded networks 150/150/4
DEKSEPAR blue polyethylene film
DEKSEPAR film is lightweight type of low density polyethylene
without a reinforcing insert.
Isover EPS RigiFloor 4000
elasticized expanded polystyrene boards with low dynamic stiffness
for the impact sound insulation of heavy floating floors
RC Landing
Tl.5mm
Tl.0.2mm
Tl.50mm
Tl.340g/m2
Tl.35mm
Tl.210mm
FATRA THERMOFIX  tl. 2.5mm
heterogeneous floor covering based polyvinylchloride with inserted
glass fleece and a protective layer of polyurethane varnish (pvc)
weber.floor 4815
Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.
RC Flight  tl.150mm
width of supporting slab is 150
then we have min25mm and the the finishesh of stair
41
42
C2a
         300mmTOTAL
anchors to support the
staircase rails.
         sound impact solutions. helfen system
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C2
-Internal Plaster weber.mur 5
Gypsum plaster for porous EDGING interior walls and ceilings
-Porotherm Masonry 40 Profi
Polished brick block thickness. wall 40 cm for thin mortar joints
-2X Bitumen hydroinsulations
-First Layer Adhesive Dektherm Standard
one-component adhesive cement materials (amount  is 40% of the plate
 surface which is 4 kg / m2)
-Facade polystyrene EPS 70
Facade polystyrene EPS 70 F is thermal insulation of facades. low weight,
 good workability, very low water absorption
-Base Layer + Reinforcing fabric mesh
glass fiber reinforcing fabric  of 145 g / m2 (Vertex R 117) is pushed into the layer of
???????????????????????????????
-Coating under Plaster UNI
colored primer based on acrylate dispersion for the uniform
 absorption and color of the substrate (consumption of 0.18 kg / m2)
-weber.pas aqua Balance thin plaster
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
Tl.100mm
Tl.400mm
Tl.5mm
524mmTOTAL
Tl.5mm
C
Tl.8mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.4mm
Tl.6mm
Tl.50-60mm
Tl.4mm
Tl.126mm
Tl.210mm
PVC PLANK WOODEN COLOR
Easily workable colored pasty plaster, comprising an organic binder
silicone silicate thin plaster progressive self-cleaning effect
weber.floor 4815
Dispersive substance, solvent-free liquid consistency, ready to use.
SPREADING CONCRETE SCREED
bearing layer of concrete reinforced with steel
KA RI welded networks 150/150/4
DEKSEPAR blue polyethylene film
DEKSEPAR film is lightweight type of low density polyethylene without a reinforcing insert.
Isover EPS RigiFloor 4000
elasticized expanded polystyrene boards with low dynamic stiffness for the impact sound
insulation of heavy floating floors
RC Monolithic Concrete slab C30/37
C2
Tl.400mmTOTAL
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Apartment Building Multifunction 
 
 
Identification data: 
 
 Project name:                    Residential aprtment building      
 Location:                            prague west (jenec)  
 Function  of the building: apartment building and cafeteria + buffet  
 Stage :                                 Building permits. 
 Investor :                             Private.  
 supplier:                              will be selected by tender. 
 
General description of the building: 
 
 This Apartment building is located in an urban area jenec west of the Prague Czech Republic 
the total area of the building is 245 m2 this building is consists of four floors including of the 
basement. Basically the basement is provided for storages and car parking for the whole 
residence of the building and on the ground floor there is cafeteria + buffet and also there is 
one apartment the 2nd and 3th floors are appartment.Roof is not accessible to public except 
repair and maintain reason.                             
 Apartments type: 
 Basement:boiler room, ventilation roo , 4x storages , 5 x Car parking , 1x staircase ,2x 
corridors. 
 Ground floor:1x staircase, 2x corridors,3x toilets,caffeteria and buffet, technical room and also 
there is one appartment include of kitchen room,hall, 2x bed rooms,corridor,bathroom,toilet. 
 2nd and 3th floors: in each floors there are 2 appartments which each one consists of 
bathroom,living room,kitchen room, toilet, 2x bed rooms, kitchen room and balcony in one 
sides of the building. 
 On the 3th floor there is opeing in order to have accessibility to the roof for service or 
emergency case.  
 Generally Surrounding the building with dimension of 1,5m there is stone pavements and the 
other are of the building  will be after the rough landscaping grassed and planted with low and 
medium greenery there is also a gardin for the restaurant. 
 
Drawing documentation:           
 
 Typical, ground floors and basement drainage systems.   
 Rain drainage and internal drainage supply. 
 Typical, ground floors and basement Water supply systems.   
 Typical, ground floors and basement Gas supply systems.   
 Typical, ground floors Ventilations and Heat systems.   
 Situation of the Building. 
o Note: All of the drawing can be seen in my attachments which is in folders. 
Drainage systems of the building:  
Building drain connection: 
 Basically more details and solution of the sewr system is plotted in attachment which is 
consists of sewerage and rainwater indeed both of them  are separated. 
  The connection of the Sewerage pipe is PVC DN 150 and and rainwater is PVC DN 125 and 
shall connected to the an existing sewerage network administrator. 
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 Generally The slope of building drain connection is considered as 5% (for DN 110, DN 75 DN 
125,DN 150). 
 The man hole will  be in  frost-free depth and will be concreted and fitted walk-on cover. The 
shaft dimensions 1000 x 800 mm. 
 The drain connection will be made from plastic pipes. 
Building drain 
 Obviously the slope of building drain is 5% in this case It will be used plastic pipes. The 
diameters vary from 50mm up to 150mm with the knee pipe with angle of 45◦. Connection 
with plumbing fixtures is provided by connecting pipes, which are connected with the main 
vertical stacks with DN 11O. There are 5 vertical stacks for drainage and 3 vertical stacks for 
rainwater drainage. The vertical stacks are placed in vertical shafts and in external walls, the 
connection pipes are placed in internal walls and in the floor. (The dimensions are shown in 
the technical drawings).    
Waste water internal distribution:  
 All of the waste water pipes are made up of PVC pipes, with diameters DN 50-110 basically 
the pipes are  conducted in grooves in the wall, and floor. 5% is assumed for inclination of the 
piping. 
 The pipes with diameters DN 100 and 125 , it is conducted in pre-prepared pits. 
 Also as a result We need to have anchored all of the pipes for a better safety at a distance of 
mounting brackets for a good functionality which mainly indicates the pipe manufacturer. Due 
to the fatc all of the drain pipes on the roof shall be provided with the ventilation and equipped 
with ventilation head. 
 Also each of the the ventilation pipes has same properties as drain pipes and join the waste 
pipes also conducted tot he installation shaft. 
 The drainage pipes is directed to the basement with the diameter of ( DN125-150) after that 
the drain pipes is directed through to the basement wall and also in the basement wall there are 
several opening which are provided for passages of the swerage pipes. 
 There re 3 rainwater pipes with the DN110 for interior and 125 for exterior with properties of 
copper and the slope iis assumed 5%. 
fixtures and fittings: 
  Obviousely in the basement plane there ccurs 1x outlet fittings. 
 Functionality in the ground floors.6x sink, 6x corner valve (toilet), 2x kitchen sink, 1x shower, 
2x dishwasher, 1x washing machine. 
 In the typical floor(2nd and 3th).8x sink, 8x kitchen sink, 4x dishwasher, 4x toilet, 4x shower, 
4x washing machine.  
Basic Material: 
  Each of this PVC pipes which we used in our building we use DN from 50 to 150mm. 
  From the risk of the freezing for external pipes which effected by infeluenced of environment 
we provide thermal insulation while the ground pipes does not need because of thier deep 
position and protection by subsoil layers. 
Drains cleaning: 
 Basically in case if do we need a drains cleaning the process will be implemented by vertical 
drains   from the roof top through to the ventilation ducts. 
pumping: 
 So in this case the we see that the public sewer is positioned in deep elevation therefore the 
justification says that we do not need. 
Wastewater stacks: 
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 Plastic pipes will be used, with DN 110. The wastewater stacks are placed in vertical shaft in       
this building. 
 
 
Horizontal fixture branch: 
 Deu to the fact Slope of 5% is applied. Used material would be plastic pipes with DN 110 and 
DN 150. The pipes are located in the ground-floor, in the foundations. 
Plumbing fixtures 
 KOHLER PLUMBING company is responsible for the designed instalations. Material used is 
ceramics. Installations : washbasin , bath, sink and  washing-machine. 
Rainwater 
 There are 3 vertical rain pipes and this Rainwater drainage is made by cooper pipes. The 
diameter of vertical rainwater pipes is DN 110 and the horizontal is DN125 (slope of   3.5%).  
Conclusion: 
 After the investigations of the all process we rech to the point that this project is generally 
designed within the scope of the project for the building permit accordance with applicapble 
regulations  (CSN 73 6660, CSN 73 6005). obligatory Performing the work will be done by an 
authorized company, which at the handover submit their authorization certificate 
to implementation of the building. The company is obliged to follow the regulations of 
material manufacturers. 
 The total sanitation is needed to test for leaks according to CSN 73 6760th. 
Water supply systems:   
Source of drinking water: 
 Basically the Source of drinking water is central connection fresh water from the street 
underground waternetwork. 
Building water supply connection: 
 Slope of the drain connection of the building is about 0.5% . connection will be conducted in 
frost-free depth of abut 1 to 1.5m. 
 Water supply connection will be made from copper pipes, diameter 25mm. 
  fresh water supply connection is plotted in situation. 
 Water connection will be  DN25 polypropylene and will be connected to the existing water 
system network under pressure. 
Water meter assembly: 
 The main water meter assembly is placed in the ground-floor in the west. It‘s composed of 
filter, water meter, 2x reducer, 2x drain valve, shut off  valve, check valve. 
Horizontal piping: 
 The decline a of horizontal piping is 0.5%. All horizontal pipes are made from copper. The 
pipes are placed mainly in the walls, in the ground floor in the  flooring. 
Vertical piping: 
 All vertical pipes are made from copper. It is placed in the vertical shafts. The hydrant water 
supply pipe is placed in the bearing wall. 
Connection piping: 
 The connection pipes have decline 5% and it is made from copper pipes. All connection pipes 
are placed in the wall. 
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Outlet valves: Outlet valves are angle valves which are made from chrome and MP valves. 
Distribution of water in internal: 
  Slope of the drain connection of the building is about 0.5% . connection will be conducted in 
frost-free depth of abut 1 to 1.5m. 
 Cold water is conducted in polypropylene piping conducted in the wall grooves , at the 
entrance to the builiding and before ascending pipe is provided with a ball vale and outlet 
valve of possible reasongs for the crash. 
 Hot water is also conducted in polypropylene pipes conducted in the wall grooves before each 
rising hot water piope is provided with a ball valve and outlet valve of possible reasons for the 
crash. 
 circulation pipe is also poypropylene is conducted freely supspended below the ceiling befor 
each rising pipe is with a ball valve and outlet valve of possible reason for the crash. 
 All three of these lines shall be kept longer For checks provided dilatation spacer and each 
pipe must be carefully fitted due to insulation reasons and  unwanted heat. 
 Fire pipeline is made of steel, is guided by its own pipe from the meter assembly is brought 
into the stairwell of the building, where it joins the rising fire lines and is equipped with fire 
hydrants. 
Functionality and installations: 
  boiler room is located in the basement of the building. 
 2 x heater type VITOCELL 100-V - VIESMANN 200 l. 
 More information, refer to the manufacturer. 
 Generally The size and power is directly proportional to the number of inhabitants in object.  
 The Cold water is brought to the heater and is led out of hot water and circulation pipe with is 
fitted with circulation pump. 
fixtures and fittings: 
  Obviousely in the basement plane there ccurs 0 outlet fittings. 
 Functionality in the ground floors.6x sink, 6x corner valve (toilet), 2x kitchen sink, 1x shower, 
2x dishwasher, 1x washing machine. 
 In the typical floor(2nd and 3th).8x sink, 8x kitchen sink, 4x dishwasher, 4x toilet, 4x shower, 
4x washing machine.  
pipe insulation: 
 In order to premit from sorounding of the tenvironmental infeluence the piping shal be 
insulated and indeed the fire pipes will be insulated from fireproof material the invastigation 
and judgment will focuse more on the manufatures. 
 Kind of the thermal insulation materials and thier functionality,durability will be based on the 
manufactures. 
water consumption measurements: 
 The key function of the Water consumption is basically measured in meter shaft, by using of 
hydrometric reports which is supplied by the network administrator, who will intervals to read 
the status of the meter. Longer secondary water meters will be installed in each residential 
units. 
Final conclusion: 
 Usually internal water supply connection and execution of work is according to the current 
standards of  the czech republic and the EU. 
 CSN 73 66 60 - INDOOR WATER. 
 CSN 73 66 55 - CALCULATION OF INTERNAL WATER. 
 EN 806-3 - INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION OF WATER FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION. 
 H 132 98 - HEATER WATER.   
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Gas supply system: 
connection: 
  Include the coffeteria and all of the residence of this appartments basically connected to the 
local existing piplines with a medium pressure from the road mainly in the position where 
there is provided by the administration networks. 
Connections and main properties: 
 Dimension between gas piplenes and other connection is 1,3m. 
slope of the gas connection piping is min. 0,4 %. 
 The connector is mounted on the boundary brick which is equipped with a main gas closure 
and gas meter. 
 Protective zones are at least 0.8 m depth and min. 4 m on each side from the pipe.  
 The pipes will be placed into an excavation 800x1000mm. 
 The excavation will be filled by sand to protect the piping. All required tests must be done 
before using. 
 The low pressure gas connection will lead till the main shut off valve of the building, which is 
placed in the niche The niche is placed in the externall wall. 
 The pipes will be made from steel, connected by welding. All visible parts will be painted by 
yellow colour and all parts will be  protected against corrosion. 
 The gas pipes are placed in the load-bearing walls (vertical piping) or under ceiling (horizontal 
piping). The slope is always orientated from a gas meter to the appliances. All tests must be 
done before using slope of the gas connection piping is min. 0,4 %. 
Gas consumption: 
 Each independent part of the building has its own gas meter Gallus 2000 G 1,6 and own shut 
off valve. All devices are placed inside the wall openings. All wall openings are placed in 
accessible points. 
Gas appliances 
 In each kitchen, there is placed a gas cooker MORA 1411E12 (consumption 1.15 m3/h). Gas 
exhaustions are spread in the room and the air supply is natural, the volume of the room is 
bigger than 20 m3. 
 The building was designed with local heating system. Each flat has own gas boiler TIGER 
12KTZ (consumption 1.34 m3/h). Air supply is provided by double-surface chimney Schiedel 
Absolut ABS 20L. Exhaust gas goes to the chimney.  
Heating: 
  Include of the caffeteria and each individual apartments is heated by the radiators and all of 
the radiators are placed in the front of the opening  (windows,doors,balconey) and basically 
with respect to heat lose in the building we determine the size and number of radiators. 
 The pipes is initiated from the boilers and vertically rise up through to the opening and 
connected to the radiators the pipes which is provided for suply water and return water it is 
made up of copper.  
 NOTE: Please for More justification of the heating Visit evaluation of the u value 
calculationin part of the building structures. 
Air and ventilation of the building: 
  As i mentioned in the previous that this building is in an new urban area which far away from 
infeluence of the environment(traffic noise,pollutions,etc) therefore the biulding is nutrally 
ventilated through to the windows and internal doors are equipped ventilation grill in the 
underground cellar block. 
 The mechanical ventilation is provided for each apartment (toilet , bathroom, kitchenroom and 
grages) the exhaust air is lead out to the roof top by vertical pipes which is positioned in the 
installation shaft. 
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General description of the building: 
This is mentionable that Apartment building is located in an urban area jenec west of the Prague 
Czech Republic the total area of the building is 245 m2 this building is consists of four floors 
including of the basement. Basically the basement is provided for storages and car parking for the 
whole residence of the building and on the ground floor there is cafeteria + buffet and also there is 
one apartment. 
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Evaluation of structural solution in basement: 
In the basement one of the key function to solve the solution is that the tow-way concrete solid slab 
with depth h = 210 mm supported by (300 x 500) mm beams and 400mm reinforced concrete walls in 
all external parts of the building in the both directions. Also slab of the staircase is assumed as a one-
way slab which is supported in concrete walls. the judgments of the geometry of structural elements 
is given later. This solution can reduce both depth and reinforcement of the slab, but has the 
inconvenience of beams, which may hinder matching the internal walls sequence, especially for 
dwellings. For a safe preliminary evaluation of the quantity of materials the slab “voids” due to stairs 
and lifts assumed as not present. The resulting extra volume of concrete takes into accounts 
deformations of formworks and any loss of concrete during casting (pump filling, etc.).
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Evaluation of structural solution in ground floor: 
In the ground floor one of the key function to solve the solution is that the tow-way concrete solid 
slab with depth h = 210 mm supported by (300 x 500) mm beams and 400mm porothem breaks in all 
external parts of the building in the both directions. Also slab of the staircase is assumed as a one-way 
slab which is supported in concrete walls. the judgments of the geometry of structural elements is 
given later. This solution can make ease the detailing connection of the thermal insulations. 
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Evaluation of structural solution 2nd and 3th floors: 
In the 2nd and 3th floors which is provided with the balcony and one of the key function to solve the 
solution is that the tow-way concrete solid slab with depth h = 210 mm supported by (300 x 500) mm 
beams and 400mm prothem breaks in all external parts of the building in the both directions. Also 
slab of the staircase is assumed as a one-way slab which is supported in concrete walls. the judgments 
of the geometry of structural elements is given later. This solution can make ease the detailing 
connection of the thermal insulations and has high economic benefits in compare to other solutions. 
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 Preliminary Design (Design dimensions of all elements) 
Apartment House Multifunction 
Fundamental Requirements: 
Used documents, standards 
ČSN EN 1990 Eurocode: Basis of structural design 
ČSN EN 1991-1-1 Eurocode 1: Actions on structures: General actions - Densities, self-weight and 
imposed loads. 
ČSN EN 1991-1-3 Eurocode 1: Actions on structures: General actions - Snow loads 
ČSN EN 1991-1-4 Eurocode 1: Actions on structures: General actions - Wind 
ČSN EN 1992-1-1 Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures: General rules and rules for buildings 
ČSN EN 1993-1-1 Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures: General rules and rules for buildings 
ČSN EN 1996-1-1 Eurocode 6: Design of masonry structures: General rules for reinforced and 
unreinforced masonry structures. 
Source: http://eurocodes.jrc.ec.europa.eu/showpage.php?id=13 
1: basic materials of concrete and steel. 
Strength class of the concrete                 C30/37[Mpa]     
Characteristic cylinder strength.              Fck = 30 [Mpa] 
Cube Characteristic cube strength.         Fck = 37 [Mpa]          
Target mean cylinder strength.                Fcm = 38 [Mpa]  
Mean axial tensile strength.                     Fctm= 2.9 [Mpa]  
Mean secant modulus of elasticity.         Ecm = 30 [Gpa] 
Concrete density.                                    ρ = 2500 [kg/m3]            
Partial safety factor for concrete.            1.5[-]               
Steel:             
Steel grade B500B 
The Class is                                                   B  
Characteristic yield strength                           Fyk = 500 [Mpa]  
Characteristic strain at maximum force        	ઽܝܓ	 = 5    [%] 
Density                                                            ρ =   7850 [kg/m3] 
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Modulus of elasticity                                       E = 210 000 MPa [N/mm2] 
Partial safety factor for steel                           1.15[-]        
Things to remember is that all of this data which is marked above is achieved from sample 
test of the materials (concrete & steel) to be judged for the durability of the structure.    
Design cover for main reinforcement: 
we need to take into account in the design of the cover reinforcement secure transmission of forces 
in cohesion protection of steel against influence of the environment (thermal insulation, corrosion) . 
according to Eurocode EN 206-1 for my building I need to take into considerations the influence of 
the environment as follows. 
XC1- for internal slabs and foundations C25/30 
XC2 - for reinforced walls. 
 Xc1 – dry or permanently wet concrete inside the building with low air humidity . 
XC2- wet rarely dry concrete suffer subject the long term water like many foundations. 
࡯࢔࢕࢓ = 	܋ܕܑܖ 	+ ∆܋܌܍ܞ 
ܥ௠௜௡ = max	(ܥ݉݅݊,௕ 	 ; 	ܥ௠௜௡,ௗ௨௥ 	; 10	݉݉	) 
Δcdev = 10 mm (technology allowance) 
Cmin,b = 10 mm (cover depth necessary for good mechanical bond between steel and concrete, equal 
to diameter of steel bars) 
The value Cmin,dur  depends on the “structural class”, which has to be determined first. So in my case 
the structure service life is designed for 50 years therefore the initiation of the structure class is 
nominated as s4. 
The minimum cover with regard to the durability for reinforcement steel according EN 10080. 
Table: 1.4.2 determination of Cmin,dur which is function of structure class and exposure class. 
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࡯࢔࢕࢓ = 	܋ܕܑܖ 	+ ∆܋܌܍ܞ 
																																		ܥ௠௜௡ = max	(ܥ݉݅݊,௕ 	 ; 	ܥ௠௜௡,ௗ௨௥ 	; 10	݉݉	) 
                                                             ܥ௠௜௡ = max	(10	; 	15	; 10	݉݉	) 
                                                          			ܥ௠௜௡ = 15		[݉݉	]                                                              
																																																																													C = 	c୫୧୬ 	+ ∆cୢୣ୴																								 
							C௦௟௔௕ = 10	 + 15 = 25	[mm] 
       C௪௔௟௟ = 10	 + 25 = 35	[mm] 
Slab depth design: 
The slab depth is evaluated from the extreme area of the most loaded parts of the building which is 
nominated as a tributary area. The load is collecting by 2-  way monolithic reinforced slab then 
transferred to the beam and then by the wall transferred to the foundation part of the building. 
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Empirical estimation: 
 
2- way slab depth:    ℎ௦ = ௟௫ା௟௬଻ହ 	 ݈݊௠௔௫  = ଺ଷହ଴ା଺ହ଴଴଻ହ 	[݉݉] = 171.34	[݉݉] ≈ 175	[݉݉] 
Effective depth:         d = ℎ௦ − ܿ −
Ø
ଶ
= 175 − 25 − 8	 = 142	[݉݉] 
Ø= 16mm for slab  
Deflection control:      ߣ = 	 ௟
ௗ
	 ≤ 	ߣ௟௜௠ = 	k௖ଵ ∗ ݇௖ଶ ∗ ݇௖ଷ ∗ ߣௗ,௧௔௕ 
L – Length of span 6500 [mm] in Y-direction and L = 3650 [mm] in X-direction. 
d – Effective width of cross section  
Kc1 – effect of shape 1.0  
Kc2 - effect of span 1.0  `
Kc3- effect of reinforcement 1.2                  
ߣௗ,௧௔௕ 	depend	of	the	table	we	will	consider	0.5%	reinforcement	ratio	 for the inner span. 
 
 
ߣ = 	 ݈
݀
	≤ 	ߣ௟௜௠ = 	k௖ଵ ∗ ݇௖ଶ ∗ ݇௖ଷ ∗ ߣௗ,௧௔௕ 
ߣ = 	6500142 = 45.78	[݉݉] > 	ߣ௟௜௠ = 	1 ∗ 1 ∗ 1.2 ∗ 30.8 = 	36.9	 
 In this case the height of the slab should be increased as from 10 – 40 mm. 
                   					ℎ௦ = 210	݉݉ , d = 177mm 
                      ߣ = 	 ௟
ௗ
	= ଺ହ଴଴
ଵ଻଻
= 36.73	 ≤ 	ߣ௟௜௠ = 36.90 
We can see that after the evaluation the final depth of the concrete slab is 210[mm] so in this case I 
will use the design further calculation within take into consideration the slab thickness to be 210[mm]. 
 
 
Ø= 12mm for 
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Evaluation of the loads in the structure: 
Generally, actions for use in design shall be obtained from parts of EN 1991 as following: 
EN1991-1.1 Densities, self-weight and imposed loads. 
EN1991-1.3 Snow loads 
EN1991-1.4 Wind loads 
This is mentionable that with respect limited dimensions of the building, thermal actions were not 
considered, nor were impact and explosion action. 
the partial safety factors have to be taken into consideration as the suggested values in EC2. 
In this case for all loads consider are design values for the self-weight of the structures (dead loads) 
we consider partial safety factor of ᵞ = 1.35 [-] and also for variable loads  ᵞ = 1.5[-]. 
Evaluations of the load on (typical floor): 
 Permanent load in one tributary area of the typical floor.  
perm
anent load  
No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 PVC plank 4   0.022 1.35 0.0297 
2 
plain concrete 
levelling  60 24 1.44 1.35 1.944 
3 PE layer     0   0 
4 acoustic insulation 126 0.3 0.0378 1.35 0.05103 
5 
rienforce concrete 
slab 210 25 5.25 1.35 7.0875 
permanent load from typical slab gd 6.7498 1.35 9.11223 
 
Usually in case of the areas in residential, commercial , administration and social building shall be 
divided into some specific categories according to their specific uses in table 6.1 categories of use. 
 
Variable loads in one tributary area of the typical floor. 
variable 
loads   
No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 category A domestic areas       2 1.5 3 
2 movable partation <3kn/m     1.2 1.5 1.8 
              
tottal varialbe load on typical floor slab qd 3.2 1.5 4.8 
 
The total value of design load: fௗ = (gௗ + 	qௗ 	= 		9.11223 + 4.8 = 13.92	݇݊/ݏݍ݉.                                           
The total in one tributary area      N.TA.	fௗ = 3 . 4.575. 13.92 = 191.10 [kn/m] 
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Load on the basement slab: 
pe
rm
an
en
t l
oa
d 
 No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 antisliding paint 0   0 1.35 0 
2 
other permanaent 
load 10   0.01 1.35 0.0135 
3 RC slab 100 25 2.5 1.35 3.375 
  
plain concrete 
levelling  50 24 1.2 1.35 1.62 
permanent load from typical slab gd 3.715.0085 1.35 5.0085 
 
Table 6.8 – Imposed loads on garages and vehicle traffic areas is determined by 2 categories 
category F traffic and parking areas for light vehicles ≤ 30kN gross vehicle weight and ≤ 8 seats but 
also not including of driver) 
va
ria
bl
e 
lo
ad
s  
 
No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 category F     2 1.5 3 
2 movable partation <3kn/m     1.2 1.5 1.8 
              
tottal varialbe load on typical floor slab qd 3.2 1.5 4.8 
The total value of design load: fௗ = (gௗ + 	qௗ 	= 		5.0085 + 4.8 = 9.8085݇݊/ݏݍ݉. 
Load on the roof: 
perm
anent load  
No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ Design value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 ceramic finishesh  10 20 2 1.35 2.70 
2 
cement mortar for 
ceramice 40 19 0.76 1.35 1.03 
3 
Bitumen water 
proofing  8   0.0305 1.35 0.04 
4 EPS insulation 150 0.3 0.045 1.35 0.06 
5 vaper barrier foil  50         
  
rienforced concrete 
slab 210 25 5.25 1.35 7.09 
  plaster 5 0 0.005 1.35 0.01 
permanent load from typical slab on the roof gd 8.09 1.35 10.92 
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 Categories of loaded area (of a roof) generally there are 3 categories according to table 6.9:                                                        
Category H – Accessible for normal maintenance and repair only                                                                      
Category I – Accessible with occupancy according to categories A to G                                                              
Category K – Accessible for special services e.g. helicopter landing areas. 
Imposed load on the roof: 
 
 
 
 
The total value of design load: fௗ = (gௗ + 	qௗ 	= 		10.92 + 4.125 = 15.045݇݊/ݏݍ݉. 
The total in one tributary area      N.TA.	fௗ = 1 . 4.575. 15.045= 68.86 [kn/m] 
Beam depth design: 
		ℎ஻ = ൬ ܮ12 − ܮ15൰ = 	 (650012 − 650015 ) = (541.67 − 433.34)[݉݉] 
ℎ஻ = 500݉݉ 
		ܾ஻ = ൬12 − 23൰ ℎ஻ = 	 ൬5002 − 2.5003 ൰ = (166.67 − 333.34)[݉݉] 
ܾ஻ = 300݉݉ 
Tributary area          ܣܶ = 	 ቀଵ
ଶ
+ ଵ
ଶ
ቁ ܮ = 	 ቀ଺ଷହ଴
ଶ
+ ଶ଼଴଴
ଶ
ቁ = 	4575݉݉ 
Load from slab acting on wall: N.TA.gd = 3 . 4.575. 13.92 = 191.10 [kn/m]kn/m                                                                        
Load from roof acting on wall: N.TA.gd=1.4.575. 10.92= 68.86  kn/m                                                                                                                  
Load from beam acting on wall:	(ℎ஻ − ℎ௦)	ܾ஻.v = (0.5-0.21).0.3.25= 1.88 kn/m 
ቀଵ
ଶ
+ ଵ
ଶ
ቁ ܮ = 	 ቀ଺ହ଴଴
ଶ
+ ହହହ଴
ଶ
ቁ . 1.88 = 11,32݇݊                                                                                                              
N.TA.gd1	= 3.11,32 = 33.89 kn 
Dimension of the wall: 
We need to estimate the geometry of the wall thickness is t = 300mm this is mentionable that this 
wall is for the staircase but the other load bearing walls has thickness t = 400 mm. 
                                              ܣܶ = 	 ቀଵ
ଶ
+ ଵ
ଶ
ቁ ܮ = 	 ቀ଺ଷହ଴
ଶ
+ ଶ଼଴଴
ଶ
ቁ = 	4575݉݉ 
		ℎ௪௔௟௟ = ൫ℎ௙௟௢௢௥ −					ℎ஻	൯ = 3.3 − 0.5 = 2.8	[݉] 
                                              sw = 1.0.3.2.8 .25 = 21 kn 
thickness    Density Characterstic value Design value 
[mm] [Kn/m3 ] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ]
1 category F 2 1.5 3
2 snow load 0.75 1.5 1.125
2.75 1.5 4.125
va
ri
ab
le
 lo
ad
s 
 
tottal varialbe load on typical floor slab qd
No# kind of layer ᵞ
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Ned = slab + beam + roof + wall = 191.10 + 33.89 + 68.86	 + 21 =	314.85 kn. 
This mean that total load from the structure in extreme parts of the of the building) which transferred to the 
foundation is Ned = 314.85 kn. 
Load bearing walls:  
Preliminary design dimension and judgment of the resistance check of internal load bearing walls 
(tributary area) in structures, basically These load bearing wall shall transfer the total loads from slabs 
and beams of a tributary area vertically to the foundation of the structures. 
The total tributary area of this load bearing wall is ܣܶ = 	 ቀଵ
ଶ
+ ଵ
ଶ
ቁ ܮ = 	 ቀ଺ଷହ଴
ଶ
+ ଶ଼଴଴
ଶ
ቁ = 	4575݉݉ 
Basically the Load which carried by this wall to the foundation of the structure is Ned = 314.85 kn.  
Also this load is assumed as uniformly distributed load so that mean that I can divide this load into 
the dimension of the wall which L = 2.825m. 
314.85 kn / 2.825m = 111.450kn/m. 
 Ned = 111.450kn/m. 
ாܰௗ ≤ ோܰௗ = 0.8ܣ௖ ∗ ܨ஼ௗ + 	ܣ௦ ∗ ܨ௬ௗ 
ܣ௖ = ேಶ೏൫଴.଼∗ி಴೏ା	଴.଴ଶ∗ி೤೏൯ = 	 ଵଵଵ.ସହ଴∗ଵ଴଴଴଴.଼∗ଶ଴ା଴.଴ଶ∗ସଷହ = 4512.15	݉݉ଶ 	→ ܾݑݐ	ݓ݁	݇݊݋ݓ	ݐℎܽݐ		ܣܿ = ܤ ∗
ܮ						ݓℎ݁ݎ݁	݈ = 1000݉݉   
ܤ ∗ ܮ = 23589.8	 → ܤ = 	4512.15	݉݉ଶ	1000	݉݉ = 4.52	݉݉	
→ ݉݅݊݅݉ݑ݉	ݐℎ݅ܿ݇݊݁ݏݏ	݋݂	݈݋ܽ݀	ܾ݁ܽݎ݅݊݃	ݓ݈݈ܽ	ℎܽݒ݁	ݐ݋	ܾ݁	300	݉݉	 
Ac = 200 * 1000 = 300000mm2 
ாܰௗ ≤ ோܰௗ = 0.8 ∗ 300000 ∗ 20 + 	0.02 ∗ 200000 ∗ 435 = 7410000	ܰ = 7410	ܭܰ 
ாܰௗ = 	111.450	ܭܰ	 ≤ ோܰௗ = 	7410	ܭܰ 
The judgment says that this estimation have implemented safely and rightly while the resistance is 
much higher than the applied load so means that we are in safe sides. 
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Design the geometry of the staircase: (in basement) 
 Height of the floor hfoolr =3050 mm 
 Depth of the main slab hs = 210 mm 
 Depth of floor structure hf = 100 mm 
 
Dimensions of the staircase: 
 Ideal height of one step is 160 mm 
 3050 / 160 = 19.063 => 20 steps (2 flights each of them with 10 steps) 
 Height of one step h = 3010/ 20 = 152.5 mm 
 Width of one step b = 630 – 2h => 630 – 2 x 152,5 = 290 mm 
 DESIGN: Staircase with 152.5/325 mm steps, 2 flights, 10 steps in each flight 
 Width of the flight – 1200 mm  
 Width of the gap between the flights – 100 mm 
 Width of the landing – 1500 mm  
 Total Width of the staircase is 1200*2+100 = 2500 mm 
 Slope of the staircase is α= arc tan (h/b)  => arc tan (152.5/290) = 27.74°  
Scheme of the staircase. 
 
Preliminary check of the depth of the slab. 
 The staircase is considered as one-way slab with the span of 4110 mm. The slab will be simply 
supported => the depth should be at least 4110/25 = 164.4 mm. 
 The depth of landings is the same as the depth of the main slab – 210 mm. 
 The depth of flights can be obtained from the details of flight-landing connections In my case, 
the depth is 220 mm. 
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 210 mm > 180 mm and 220 mm > 180 mm => OK 
 
 
A: this is mentionable that both edges first and the last steps of the concrete should be in the same 
position because of the formworks. 
B: also both flights have to be start in the same position not only because of the formworks but 
because of the esthetic as well. 
C: concrete edges are not in the same position only it is better that the cladding in both flights 
should be in the same position and also the reason is because of the esthetic. 
Perpendicular and head clearance of the staircase 
 Head clearance of the staircase should be more than 1500+750/cos = 1500+750/cos(25.14°) 
= 2036.86 mm and more than 2100 mm. 
 Head clearance of our staircase is h1 = hk – hs – hf – h = 3050 – 210 – 100 –152.5 = 2387.5 mm 
=> OK.  
 Perpendicular clearance of the staircase should be more than 750+1500*cos = 
750+1500*cos(25.14°) = 2036.86 mm and more than 1900 mm.Perpendicular clearance of our 
staircase is h2 = h1cos = 2487.5cos(25.14°) = 2251.86 mm, => OK. 
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Design the geometry of the staircase: (in ground floor) 
 Height of the floor hfoolr =3850 mm 
 Depth of the main slab hs = 210 mm 
 Depth of floor structure hf = 200 mm 
 
Dimensions of the staircase: 
 Ideal height of one step is 180 mm 
 3850 / 180 = 21.39 => 22 steps (2 flights each of them with 11 steps) 
 Height of one step h = 3850/ 22 = 175 mm 
 Width of one step b = 630 – 2h => 630 – 2 x 175 = 300	݉݉ 
 DESIGN: Staircase with 175/280 mm steps, 2 flights, 11 steps in each flight 
 Width of the flight – 1200 mm  
 Width of the gap between the flights – 100 mm 
 Width of the landing – 1500 mm  
 Total Width of the staircase is 1200*2+100 = 2500 mm 
 Slope of the staircase is α= arc tan (h/b)  => arc tan (175/300) = 30.25° 
Scheme of the staircase: 
 
 
Preliminary check of the depth of the slab. 
 The staircase is considered as one-way slab with the span of 4110 mm. The slab will be simply 
supported => the depth should be at least 4110/25 = 164.4 mm. 
 The depth of landings is the same as the depth of the main slab – 210 mm. 
 The depth of flights can be obtained from the details of flight-landing connections In my case, 
the depth is 220 mm. 
 210 mm > 180 mm and 220 mm > 180 mm => OK 
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A: this is mentionable that both edges first and the last steps of the concrete should be in the same 
position because of the formworks. 
B: also both flights have to be start in the same position not only because of the formworks but 
because of the esthetic as well. 
C: concrete edges are not in the same position only it is better that the cladding in both flights 
should be in the same position and also the reason is because of the esthetic. 
Perpendicular and head clearance of the staircase 
 Head clearance of the staircase should be more than 1500+750/cos = 1500+750/cos(32.005°) 
= 1908.004 mm and more than 2100 mm. 
 Head clearance of our staircase is h1 = hk – hs – hf – h = 3850 – 210 – 2100 –175 = 3265 mm 
=> OK.  
 Perpendicular clearance of the staircase should be more than 750+1500*cos = 
750+1500*cos(32.005°) = 1908.004 mm and more than 1900 mm. 
 Perpendicular clearance of our staircase is h2 = h1cos = 3265cos(32.005°) = 2768.73 mm, => 
OK. 
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Design the geometry of the staircase: (in typical floor) 
 Height of the floor hfoolr =3450 mm 
 Depth of the main slab hs = 210 mm 
 Depth of floor structure hf = 100 mm 
 
Dimensions of the staircase: 
 Ideal height of one step is 180 mm 
 3450 / 180 = 19.17 => 20 steps (2 flights each of them with 10 steps) 
 Height of one step h = 3450/ 20 = 172.5 mm 
 Width of one step b = 630 – 2h => 630 – 2 x 172.5 = 300	݉݉ 
 DESIGN: Staircase with 175/280 mm steps, 2 flights, 11 steps in each flight 
 Width of the flight – 1200 mm  
 Width of the gap between the flights – 100 mm 
 Width of the landing – 1500 mm  
 Total Width of the staircase is 1200*2+100 = 2500 mm 
 Slope of the staircase is α= arc tan (h/b)  => arc tan (172.5/300) = 29.89° 
Preliminary check of the depth of the slab. 
 The staircase is considered as one-way slab with the span of 4110 mm. The slab will be simply 
supported => the depth should be at least 4110/25 = 164.4 mm. 
 The depth of landings is the same as the depth of the main slab – 210 mm. 
 The depth of flights can be obtained from the details of flight-landing connections In my case, 
the depth is 220 mm. 
 210 mm > 180 mm and 220 mm > 180 mm => OK 
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A: this is mentionable that both edges first and the last steps of the concrete should be in the same 
position because of the formworks. 
B: also both flights have to be start in the same position not only because of the formworks but 
because of the esthetic as well. 
C: concrete edges are not in the same position only it is better that the cladding in both flights 
should be in the same position and also the reason is because of the esthetic 
Perpendicular and head clearance of the staircase 
 Head clearance of the staircase should be more than 1500+750/cos = 1500+750/cos(32.005°) 
= 1908.004 mm and more than 2100 mm. 
 Head clearance of our staircase is h1 = hk – hs – hf – h = 3850 – 210 – 2100 –175 = 3265 mm 
=> OK.  
 Perpendicular clearance of the staircase should be more than 750+1500*cos = 
750+1500*cos(32.005°) = 1908.004 mm and more than 1900 mm. 
 Perpendicular clearance of our staircase is h2 = h1cos = 3265cos(32.005°) = 2768.73 mm, => 
OK. 
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 Load calculation of the staircase: 
 
 Evaluations of the load which based on the landing  of the staircase: 
landing load  
No# kind of layer  
thickness    Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 PVC plank 4   0.022 1.35 0.0297 
2 
plain concrete 
levelling  60 24 1.44 1.35 1.944 
3 PE layer     0   0 
4 acoustic insulation 126 0.3 0.0378 1.35 0.05103 
5 
rienforce concrete 
slab 210 25 5.25 1.35 7.0875 
permanent load from typical slab gd 6.7498 1.35 9.11223 
Load in landing: fd = 9.11223kn/sqm. 
fli
gh
t l
oa
ds
   
No# kind of layer  
thickness     Density 
Characterstic 
value 
ᵞ 
Design 
value  
[mm] [Kn/m
3 
] [Kn/m2 ] [Kn/m2 ] 
1 RC slab  210/cos(30.25) 25 5.62 1.35 7.587 
2 epoxy layers 0 0 0 0 0 
3 steps 175+0/2 25 2 1.35 2.7 
  live load      3 1.5 4.5 
              
tottal varialbe load on typical floor slab qd 10.62   14.787 
Load in landing: fd = 14.787kn/sqm. 
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REINFORCED CONCRETE WALL t = 300mm 400mm , C 30/37  B500B
 BEAMS b = 300mm SLABS hs = 210mm
- POROTHERM 40 P15 T = 400mm PROFI M 10  LOAD BEARING
WALL WITH AN ADDITIONAL MORTAR.
MATERIALS:
EXPLANATION OF THE SYMBOLS:
LINTEL ABOVE THE DOORSL
FG FOAM GLASS IN EACH CORNERS OF SLAB.
TO SUPPORT CANTILEVER PART OF BEARING
STRUCTURES AND PERMIT THERMAL
BRIDGES.
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